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Richard Allow me to introduce Trevor Francis.
His firm conducted the polling for Alberta.
He will let you know when they will be doing a briefing for reporters.
All best,
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James Allow me to introduce Trevor Francis.
His firm conducted the polling for Alberta.
He will let you know when they will be doing a briefing for reporters.
All best,
Scotty
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managing director
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Calgary, Ottawa, Toronto, Washington DC
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To:

Interested Parties

Re:

US Voter Public Opinion Survey on Environmental Priorities

In order to “be a President for all Americans,” the incoming Biden Administration should consider public
opinion as it sets its priority agenda for the first 100 days in office. Specifically, and with regards to the
Keystone XL (KXL) pipeline, a new nationwide survey of American voters finds that rescinding the permit
for the pipeline is (a) not politically popular, (b) not a national priority, (c) has little chance of actually
affecting positive change for climate change, (d) will negatively impact the US-Canada relationship at the
very moment when voters seek to rebuild America’s alliances, and (e) eliminates family-supporting jobs
away during an economic downturn.
President-elect Joe Biden opposed the Keystone XL pipeline when he was vice president, but much has
changed in the last four years. KXL’s technology has changed. So too have the commitments that
Canada’s TC Energy Corp., the company in charge of the project, has made - including spending $1.7
billion on solar, wind and battery powers, being zero emissions by 2030 and hiring an all U.S. union
workforce. And our need to repair and solidify relationships with our closest trading allies like Canada has
never been more important.
Before the Biden Administration makes a final decision on Keystone XL, they should consider this new
context and the voice of the voters. They should also consider the long list of additional priorities that the
new administration wants to accomplish and, at the very least, the importance of allowing our trading
partner and ally, the Canadian government, the opportunity to weigh in on an issue that directly impacts
tens of thousands of jobs on both sides of the border.

The following memo details results from an online, nationwide survey conducted by JDA Frontline
Partners on behalf of the Province of Alberta, Canada. The N=1400 sample survey was fielded from
1/8/21 to 1/18/21 and has a margin of error of+/-2.6%.
1. Addressing Climate change is a relatively low priority for US voters. Voters also believe that the
Biden Administration has little opportunity to affect real change in this issue arena.

BIDEN’S
PRIORITIES
MAPPED

Stopping the
Coronavirus pandemic
Rebuilding our
economy

Rooting out
corruption in
government

by voter prioritization &
perceived potential impact.

Ensuring access to
Addressing racial
inequality

affordable health
care for all
Rebuilding our

Addressing climate

nation's
infrastructure

change & the
environment

ISSSUE PRIORITIZATION
If you were to advise the incoming Biden Administration,
which of the following priorities would you suggest that
they focus on first? (Top three choices Combined)
30%

Responding to foreign

Ensuring access to

threats

quality education for
all students

35%

40%

45%

Rebuilding
relationships with
key allies

50%

55%

60%

NET IMPACT^ (Positive impact responses — Negative impact responses)
Do you think the Biden Administration can have a real IMPACT on these issues?
In other words, ifthe Biden Administration works hard, can they make a difference?
[Respondents given the option to specify either a positive or negative impact along with intensity.]
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The survey asked voters to rank 10 different important issues in order of prioritization (y-axis) and in terms
of potential positive or negative impact. Net impact is plotted along the x-axis.
Issues in the top right quadrant of the graph represent issues in which voters believe the Biden
Administration can affect real change - and which they believe are also urgent Issues in the bottom left
quadrant of the graph represent issues that voters don’t believe are as urgent and in which the Biden
Administration won’t be able to create measurable impact.
The graph indicates that while addressing climate change and the environment may be an important issue
-there are far more pressing concerns for the American public... and issues where the incoming
President’s attention might be better served such as, (1) Stopping the Coronavirus pandemic, (2)
Rebuilding our economy, (3) Ensuring access to affordable health care for all, (4) Rebuilding our nation’s
infrastructure, (5) Addressing racial inequality, and (6) Rebuilding relationships with key allies.
2. When given a discrete choice, voters prioritize policies that create jobs for American workers
The Keystone XL pipeline will create 42,000 family-sustaining jobs in the US, including more than 10,000
high paying construction jobs that will be filled primarily by labor union workers.

If you had to choose only one, which of the following is most important to you?
Total

GOP

IND

DEM

54%

62%

57%

I8%

I7%

I5%

20% Rebuilding and maintaining strong relationships with our allies

17%

9%

18%

24% Protecting the environment

ll%

ll%

I0%

I2% Ensuring energy security with a diverse set of energy options

44% Creating good paying jobs for American workers

3. Rescinding the permit for oil transportation pipelines like Keystone XL ranks dead last in a list of

potential environmental policy priorities. Voters also view the action as one with incredibly low potential
impact for addressing climate change.
Not only is addressing climate change a lower priority than most other macro-scale priorities, rescinding the
Keystone XL pipeline permit is viewed as the lowest priority within that policy arena. Voters also view it as
one with incredibly low impact on actually addressing the issue of climate change.
Based on this data, if the Biden Administration wanted to impact real change and begin reversing the
negative effects of climate change, his Administration has many other high-priority options on the table.
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by voter prioritization &

Continuing the transition to
sustainable energy sources 9
to create new jobs

Setting a price on
Rejoining the Paris carbon emissions that
Agreement
requires emitters of

in addressing climate change.

_
*
£
»

ISSSUE PRIORITIZATION
Ifyou were to advise the incoming Biden Administration,
which of the following ENVIRONMENTAL priorities
would you suggest that they focus on first?
(Top three choices Combined)

2030

pollutions to pay

Rescinding the permits for mining,
drilling, and logging on federal lands
and in creitical ecosystems

perceived potential impact

Powering the electricity
grid with 100% clean and
renewable energy by

Reversing the previous
administration's
environmental regulatory
rollbacks

Advancing environmental justice
by mitigating the impact of
environmental harms on
disproportionately impacted
communities

Declaring a national climate
emergency under the
National Emergencies Act
Rescinding the permit for oil
transportation pipelines like the Dakota
Access and Keystone XL pipelines

NET IMPACT= (Positive impact responses - Negative impact responses)
How big of an impact will each have in addressing climate change?
[Respondents given the option to specify either a positive or negative impact along with intensity.]

4. Nearly a quarter of American voters have never heard of the Keystone XL Pipeline.

The Keystone XL Pipeline

I know a lot

■ I know a little bit

■ Heard it mentioned, but that's it

■ Never heard of it.

If the Biden Administration wants a quick political victory, rescinding the pipeline’s permit is unlikely to
provide it. Data shows that there would be more awareness around rejoining the Paris Agreement, or
working to transition our country from gas-powered vehicles to electric vehicles.
In fact, only 1 in 5 (21%) know the current construction status of the pipeline, which has already crossed
the Canada-U.S. border. The remaining 79% of voters simply don’t know - and that includes 74% of those
who identified “climate change and the environment” as one of their top three biggest concerns driving their
2020 vote. Even those who are concerned about the environment aren’t paying close attention to Keystone
XL.
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5. Nearly half of American SUPPORT the Keystone XL pipeline Before providing any other information
on the pipeline, the survey measured initial support for three climate-focused policy initiatives. A plurality of
both Republicans and Democrats supports the pipeline. In fact, the pipeline also has 41% support from
those who identified that “climate change and the environment” was one of their top three biggest concerns
driving their 2020 vote.
Do you support or oppose...
REJOINING THE

THE CONSTRUCTION

ENACTING THE

PARIS AGREEMENT

OF THE KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE

GREEN NEW DEAL

E9
Oppose (Net)

Don't Know

21% m

U 76%

■ 67% ■

Support (Net)

Total

GOP

DEM

Climate

Total

GOP

DEM

Climate

Total

GOP

DEM

Climate

6 American voters view the pipeline as good for the economy, good for workers, and good for our
relationship with Canada The measurement below is taken before providing respondents with any further
information about the Keystone XL pipeline. This represents their initial, gut-check response.

In your opinion, is the Keystone XL pipeline good or bad for ...
The
Environment

The American
Economy

The US/Canada
Relationship

American
Workers

H

E9

1

Indigenous
Communities

Bad (Net)

Neither

Good (Net)

Total

GOP

DEM

Total

GOP

DEM

Total

GOP

DEM

Total

GOP

DEM

Total

GOP

DEM

It is worth noting that many simply don’t know whether the pipeline is good or bad for the environment or for
indigenous communities.
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7 When given information providing context about the status of Keystone XL, 70% of voters want
the project completed - including 83% of Republicans, 62% of Democrats, 49% of “climate concerned”
voters and 71% of voters from labor union households.

Portions of the Keystone XL pipeline are currently under construction. Do you think it should be completed?

■ Definitely not

Probably not

■ Probably

■ Definitely

All Voters

Republican Voters

Democratic Voters

Climate Concerned

Labor Voters

By listening to the voice of the American voter, the data paints a clear picture:
•

Voters believe there are much more pressing and urgent priorities than addressing climate change
at this moment in time. The administration’s attention is desperately needed in other areas.

•

Even within the policy arena of climate change, revoking the permit for the Keystone XL pipeline is
seen by voters as a relatively low priority with a relatively low potential for impact on the issue.
There are simply better options

•

While awareness of Keystone XL is relatively low, nearly half of Americans support the
construction of the pipeline and about 6-in-10 think it’s good for the economy, good for workers,
and good for our relationship with Canada.

•

When given basic information about the status of the pipeline, 70% of voters do not want the work
to go to waste. They want it completed.

•

And lastly, for those who say that candidate support for the pipeline would impact their decision,
twice as many indicate that it would have a positive effect versus a negative effect.

Before the Biden Administration decides on the pipeline, they should consider all of the other high-yield
priorities to be accomplished. In reality, revoking the permit for a pipeline that's already under construction
will not have the desired effect.
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We want to know your opinions on some of the biggest challenges and opportunities facing our country. Please read each question and
response carefully before selecting your answers.
Q1. Which of the following issues was the most important to you in determining how you voted in the 2020 election?
After reading all of the options carefully, please choose your TOP 3 CHOICES.
What is your first choice?
Coronavirus..............................................................................
The economy & unemployment..............................................
Corruption in government........................................................
Health care................................................................................
Racial inequality.......................................................................
Taxes.........................................................................................
Social Security..........................................................................
The national debt & government spending...........................
Climate change & the environment........................................

24%
14
11
10
5
5
4
4
3

National security / terrorism.....................................................
Immigration................................................................................
Crime & safety..........................................................................
Income inequality......................................................................
Education...................................................................................
Second Amendment / gun issues...........................................
Supreme Court appointments..................................................
Other (SPECIFY)......................................................................

3
3
3
3
2
2
1
3

Which of the following issues was the most important to you in determining how you voted in the 2020 election?
After reading all of the options carefully, please choose your TOP 3 CHOICES.
Q1_3.

[COMBINED]

Coronavirus...............................................................................
The economy & unemployment..............................................
Health care...............................................................................
Corruption in government........................................................
Taxes.........................................................................................
Social Security..........................................................................
Immigration...............................................................................
Racial inequality.......................................................................
National security / terrorism.....................................................

47%
37
30
24
19
18
16
16
15

If you were to advise the incoming Biden Administration, which of the

Crime & safety..........................................................................
Climate change & the environment........................................
The national debt & government spending............................
Second Amendment / gun issues.........................................
Education...................................................................................
Income inequality......................................................................
Supreme Court appointments..................................................
Other (SPECIFY)......................................................................

14
13
12
9
9
8
7
5

stopping the Coronavirus pandemic................................

37%

You may choose three options.

Rebuilding our Jion.s inJastnjcture.................................

5

What is your first choice?

Addressing racial inequality.................................................

5

Ensuring access to affordable health care for all............
Fixing our immigration system...........................................
Addressing climate change & the environment...............
Responding to foreign threats...........................................
Rebuilding relationships with key allies............................
Ensuring access to quality education for all students....
None of these......................................................................

4
4
3
3
2
2
5

Stopping the Coronavirus pandemic................................
Rebuilding our economy.....................................................
Rooting out corruption in government..............................
Ensuring access to affordable health care for all............
Rebuilding our nation's infrastructure...............................
Addressing racial inequality...............................................
Fixing our immigration system...........................................
Addressing climate change & the environment...............
Rebuilding relationships with key allies............................
Responding to foreign threats...........................................
Ensuring access to quality education for all students....
None of these......................................................................

57%
50
30
23
23
19
17
17
14
14
12
10

Q4A.

Q4A_c. If you were to advise the incoming Biden Administration, which of
the following priorities would you suggest that they focus on first?
You may choose three options.
[COMBINED]

Q5. Here's the same list of issues. Do you think the Biden Administration can have a real IMPACT on these issues? In other words, if the
Biden Administration works hard, can they make a difference?
Q5A.

Stopping the Coronavirus pandemic

A big positive impact...........................................................
A small positive impact.......................................................
No impact............................................................................
A small negative impact.....................................................
A big negative impact.........................................................

44%
23
20
4
8

POSITIVE.................................................................................

67%

NEGATIVE..............................................................................

13
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A big positive impact..........................

Q5B.

Rebuilding our economy

Q5C. Responding to foreign threats

Q5D.

Fixing our immigration system

Q5E.

Rebuilding relationships with key allies

Q5F.

Q5G.

Q5H.

Q5I.

Rooting out corruption in government

Addressing climate change & the environment

Addressing racial inequality

Ensuring access to quality education for all students

A small positive impact.......................................................
No impact............................................................................
A small negative impact.....................................................
A big negative impact.........................................................

25
16
6
13

POSITIVE.................................................................................

65%

NEGATIVE..............................................................................

19

A bi9 positive impact...........................................................
A small positive impact.......................................................
No impact............................................................................
A small negative impact.....................................................
A big negative impact.........................................................

31%

POSITIVE.................................................................................

56%

NEGATIVE..............................................................................

22

A big positive impact...........................................................
A small positive impact.......................................................
No impact............................................................................
A small negative impact.....................................................
A big negative impact.........................................................

32%
22
23
6
16

POSITIVE.................................................................................

54%

NEGATIVE..............................................................................

22

A big positive impact...........................................................
A small positive impact.......................................................
No impact............................................................................
A small negative impact.....................................................
A big negative impact.........................................................

28%
25
22
7
17

POSITIVE.................................................................................

53%

NEGATIVE..............................................................................

24

A big positive impact...........................................................
A small positive impact.......................................................
No impact............................................................................
A small negative impact.....................................................
A big negative impact.........................................................

36%
25
22
6
12

POSITIVE.................................................................................

61%

NEGATIVE..............................................................................

17

A big positive impact...........................................................
A small positive impact.......................................................
No impact............................................................................
A small negative impact.....................................................
A big negative impact.........................................................

32%
26
24
6
12

POSITIVE.................................................................................

58%

NEGATIVE..............................................................................

18

A big positive impact...........................................................
A small positive impact.......................................................
No impact............................................................................
A small negative impact.....................................................
A big negative impact.........................................................

31%
28
24
4
12

POSITIVE.................................................................................

60%

NEGATIVE..............................................................................

17

A big positive impact...........................................................
A small positive impact.......................................................
No impact............................................................................
A small negative impact.....................................................
A big negative impact.........................................................

29%
32
25
5
10

POSITIVE.................................................................................

61%

NEGATIVE..............................................................................

15
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Ensuring

accessio affordable health care for all

A bi9 positive impact...........................

A small positive impact.....................
No impact...........................................
A small negative impact...................
A big negative impact.......................

Q5K.

Q6.

Rebuilding our nation's infrastructure

If you had to choose only one, which of the following is most important

to VOU?

35%
28
19

6
12

POSITIVE.................................................................................

63%

NEGATIVE..............................................................................

18

A bi9 positive impact...........................................................
A small positive impact.......................................................
No impact............................................................................
A small negative impact.....................................................
A big negative impact.........................................................

34%
31
20
6
10

POSITIVE.................................................................................

65%

NEGATIVE..............................................................................

15

Creating good-paying jobs for American workers............
Rebuilding and maintaining strong relationships with

54%

Protecting the environment................................................
Ensuring energy security with a diverse set of energy

17

options..................................................................................

11

Now we're going to ask some questions about your opinions and perceptions regarding the issue of climate change.
Q7. Which Of the following statements regarding climate change comes
CLOSEST to VOUf opinion?
y

F

Addressing climate change is one of my top priorities....
Addressing climate change is important, but it's not a
top priority.............................................................................
Climate change is real, but we can't do anything to
address it..............................................................................
Climate change is a hoax and does not need to be
addressed.............................................................................
Addressing
climate
change
is
harmful
&
counterproductive................................................................

Which of the following statements regarding climate and economic
priorities comes CLOSEST to your opinion?

Q8.

Addressing climate change is important but shouldn't
take precedence over keeping our economy strong.......
Addressing climate change is a pressing need that
must be pursued despite potential economic
consequences of doing so..................................................

33%
34
15
9
8

61 %

39

Q9. Please indicate your knowledge level for each of the following items.
Q9A. The Keystone XL pipeline

Q9B. The Paris Agreement

Q9C. The Green New Deal

I know a lot..........................................................................
I know a little bit...................................................................
Heard it mentioned, but that's it.........................................
Never heard of it..................................................................

18%
34
26
22

KNOWLEDGEABLE (NET).................................................

52%

NOT KNOWLEDGEABLE (NET)........................................

48

I know a lot...........................................................................
I know a little bit...................................................................
Heard it mentioned, but that's it.........................................
Never heard of it.................................................................

19%
36
26
19

KNOWLEDGEABLE (NET).................................................

54%

NOT KNOWLEDGEABLE (NET)........................................

46

1 know a lot...........................................................................
I know a little bit...................................................................
Heard it mentioned, but that's it.........................................
Never heard of it.................................................................

18%
32
33
17

KNOWLEDGEABLE (NET).................................................

50%

NOT KNOWLEDGEABLE (NET)........................................

50
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I know a lot.........................................

Q9D.

Q9E.

Q9F.

Decarbonizing the electricity grid with solar and wind

Transitioning to electric vehicles

Carbon Pricing or "Cap & Trade"

Q9G. The Federal Vehicle Emission Standards lawsuit against California

Q10.

Which statement is true?

If you were to advise the incoming Biden Administration, which of
the following ENVIRONMENTAL priorities would you suggest that they
focus on first?
You may choose three options.
What is your first choice?
qua.

I know a little bit...................................................................
Heard it mentioned, but that's it.........................................
Never heard of it..................................................................

33
28
21

KNOWLEDGEABLE (NET)..............................................
NOT KNOWLEDGEABLE (NET)......................................

50%
50

I know a lot...........................................................................
I know a little bit...................................................................
Heard it mentioned, but that's it.........................................
Never heard of it..................................................................

21%
41
29
9

KNOWLEDGEABLE (NET)..............................................
NOT KNOWLEDGEABLE (NET)......................................

62%
38

l know a lot...........................................................................
I know a little bit...................................................................
Heard it mentioned, but that's it.........................................
Never heard of it..................................................................

13%
27
27
33

KNOWLEDGEABLE (NET)..............................................
NOT KNOWLEDGEABLE (NET)......................................

40%
60

I know a lot................................................................

13%

I know a little bit...................................................................
Heard it mentioned, but that's it.........................................
Never heard of it..................................................................

30
26
31

KNOWLEDGEABLE (NET)..............................................
NOT KNOWLEDGEABLE (NET)......................................

43%
57

The Keystone XL pipeline is completed............................
The Keystone XL pipeline is currently under
construction..........................................................................
The Keystone XL pipeline has been put on hold.............
The Keystone XL pipeline was cancelled.........................
I don't know..........................................................................

9%
23
21
5
41

Continuing the transition to sustainable energy sources
to create new jobs..............................................................

28%
Rejoining the Paris Agreement..........................................
16
Powering the electricity grid with 100% clean and
renewable energy by 2030................................................
Setting a price on carbon emissions that requires
emitters of pollution to pay................................................

13

11
Reversing the previous administration's environmental
regulatory rollbacks............................................................

11
Advancing environmental justice by mitigating the
impact of environmental harms on disproportionately
impacted communities........................................................
Rescinding permits for mining, drilling, and logging on
federal lands and in critical ecosystems...........................
Declaring a national climate emergency under the
National Emergencies Act.................................................
Rescinding the permit for oil transportation pipelines
like the Dakota Access and Keystone XL pipelines.......
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Continuing the transition to sustainable energy sources

Q11A_C.

If you were to advise the incoming Biden Administration, which of

the following ENVIRONMENTAL priorities would you suggest that they
focus on first?
You may choose three options.
[COMBINED]

to create new jobs..............................................................
60%
Powering the electricity grid with 100% clean and
renewable energy by 2030................................................
Rejoining the Paris Agreement..........................................

43
37

Setting a price on carbon emissions that requires
emitters of pollution to pay................................................
36
Advancing environmental justice by mitigating the
impact of environmental harms on disproportionately
impacted communities........................................................
Reversing the previous administration's environmental
regulatory rollbacks............................................................

34

30
Rescinding permits for mining, drilling, and logging on
federal lands and in critical ecosystems...........................
Declaring a national climate emergency under the
National Emergencies Act.................................................
Rescinding the permit for oil transportation pipelines
like the Dakota Access and Keystone XL pipelines.......

25

20
16

Q12. Here's the same list of environmental priorities. How big of an impact will each have in addressing climate change?
Q12A.

Rescinding the permit for oil transportation pipelines like the Dakota

Access and Keystone XL pipelines

Q12B.

Rescinding permits for mining, drilling, and logging on federal lands

and in critical ecosystems

Q12C.

Q12D.

Rejoining the Paris Agreement

Reversing the previous administration's environmental regulatory

rollbacks

Q12E.

Powering the electricity grid with 100% clean and renewable energy

by 2030

A big positive impact...........................................................
A small positive impact.......................................................
No impact at all....................................................................
A small negative impact.....................................................
A big negative impact.........................................................

24%
27
26
8
15

POSITIVE (NET)....................................................................

51%

NEGATIVE (NET)...................................................................

23

A big positive impact...........................................................
A small positive impact.......................................................
No impact at all....................................................................
A small negative impact.....................................................
A big negative impact.........................................................

28%
27
23
7
15

POSITIVE (NET)....................................................................

55%

NEGATIVE (NET)...................................................................

22

A big positive impact...........................................................
A small positive impact.......................................................
No impact at all....................................................................
A small negative impact.....................................................
A big negative impact.........................................................

33%
24
25
4
14

POSITIVE (NET)....................................................................

57%

NEGATIVE (NET)...................................................................

18

A big positive impact...........................................................
A small positive impact.......................................................
No impact at all....................................................................
A small negative impact.....................................................
A big negative impact.........................................................

31 %
25
23
6
15

POSITIVE (NET)....................................................................

56%

NEGATIVE (NET)...................................................................

21

A big positive impact...........................................................
A small positive impact.......................................................
No impact at all....................................................................
A small negative impact.....................................................
A big negative impact.........................................................

37%
25
20
6
11

POSITIVE (NET)....................................................................

63%

NEGATIVE (NET)...................................................................

17
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on carbon emissions that requires emitters of
A big positive impact..........................

Setting a price
pollution to pay

Q12F.

Continuing the transition to sustainable energy sources to create
new iobs

Q12G.

Q12H. Advancing environmental justice by mitigating the impact
environmental harms on disproportionately impacted communities

of

26%

A small positive impact.....................
No impact at all..................................
A small negative impact...................
A big negative impact.......................

33
23

POSITIVE (NET)....................................................................

59%

NEGATIVE (NET)...................................................................

18

A bi9 positive impact...........................................................
A small positive impact.......................................................
No impact at all....................................................................
A small negative impact.....................................................
A big negative impact.........................................................

38%
29
19
5
9

POSITIVE (NET)....................................................................

68%

NEGATIVE (NET)...................................................................

14

A big positive impact......

25%
34

^smaN P°sitlv® |mPact-

6
11

No impact at all..............
A small negative impact
A big negative impact....

26
5

POSITIVE (NET)....................................................................

59%

NEGATIVE (NET)...................................................................

15

A big positive impact.....
A small positive impact..
No impact at all..............
A small negative impact
A big negative impact....

24%
26
28
7
15

POSITIVE (NET)....................................................................

50%

NEGATIVE (NET)...................................................................

22

Q13. Wouldyousupport or oppose the incoming administration enacting

strongly support.........................................................

23%

the GreenNewDeal?

Somewhat support...............................................................
Somewhat oppose..............................................................
Strongly oppose...................................................................
I don't know..........................................................................

22
7
24
24

SUPPORT (NET)....................................................................

44%

OPPOSE (NET).......................................................................

31

strongly support..................................................................
Somewhat support...............................................................

23%

Strongly oppose..................................................................
I don't know..........................................................................

13
27

SUPPORT (NET)....................................................................

49%

OPPOSE (NET).......................................................................

24

Strongly support....
Somewhat support.

34%

Declaring a national climate emergency under the National
Emergencies Act

Q12I.

Q14. Do yousupport or oppose the construction of the Keystone XL
pipeline?

Do you support or oppose the incoming administration rejoining the
Paris Agreement?

Q15.

Q16. The incoming Biden Administration has often talked about how
American workers and labor unions support his climate action policies.
Does the fact that labor supports Biden's climate policies make you any
more or less likely to support those policies yourself?

Somewhat oppose.
Strongly oppose....
I don't know............

11

26

20
8
18

20

SUPPORT (NET)....................................................................

54%

OPPOSE (NET).......................................................................

26

Much more likely to support those policies.......................
Somewhat more likely to support those policies.............
It makes no difference to my support...............................
Somewhat less likely to support those policies...............
Much less likely to support those policies.......................

22%
19
39
6
14

MORE LIKELY (NET)...........................................................

41%

LESS LIKELY (NET).............................................................

20
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Generally speaking, would you support or oppose government
implementing more regulations to reduce pollution?

Q17.

Page 7/9

strongly support.................................

36%

Somewhat support.............................
Somewhat oppose.............................
Strongly oppose.................................

36

SUPPORT (NET)....................................................................

73%

OPPOSE (NET).......................................................................

27

15
13

Which of the following countries do you think have made the STRONGEST commitment to addressing climate change?
You may choose your TOP FOUR options.
What is your first choice?
Q18.

The United States.....................................................................
30%
France...........................................................................................
7
Canada..........................................................................................
6
Germany........................................................................................
4
Switzerland....................................................................................
4
The United Kingdom.....................................................................
3
Japan.............................................................................................
2
Israel..............................................................................................
2
China..............................................................................................
1

Brazil..........................................................................................
Iran..............................................................................................
Morocco.....................................................................................
Russia........................................................................................
South Korea...............................................................................
Saudi Arabia.............................................................................
India...........................................................................................
Mexico.......................................................................................
I don't know................................................................................

1
1
1
1
1
*
*
*
35

Which of the following countries do you think have made the STRONGEST commitment to addressing climate change?
You may choose your TOP FOUR options.

Q18_21.

[COMBINED]

The United States.....................................................................
Canada......................................................................................
France.......................................................................................
The United Kingdom.................................................................
Germany....................................................................................
Switzerland................................................................................
Japan.........................................................................................
Israel..........................................................................................
China.........................................................................................

40%
29
27
23
22
20
14
9
7

South Korea...............................................................................
Mexico.......................................................................................
Russia........................................................................................
Brazil..........................................................................................
Morocco.....................................................................................
India...........................................................................................
Iran.............................................................................................
Saudi Arabia.............................................................................
I don't know................................................................................

6
5
5
5
4
3
3
2
51

Q22. In your opinion, is the Keystone XL pipeline good or bad for...
Q22A. The environment

Very 9°od................................................................................
Somewhat good......................................................................
Neither good nor bad.............................................................
Somewhat bad........................................................................
Very bad..................................................................................
GOOD (NET).......................................................................
BAD (NET).............................................................................

Q22B. The American economy

Very good................................................................................
Somewhat good......................................................................
Neither good nor bad.............................................................
Somewhat bad.........................................................................
Very bad...................................................................................

21%
16
35
13
15
37%
27

35%
27
29
4
5

GOOD (NET).......................................................................
62%
BAD (NET)...............................................................................
9

Q22C. The relationship between the US & Canada

Very good................................................................................
Somewhat good......................................................................
Neither good nor bad.............................................................
Somewhat bad.........................................................................
Very bad...................................................................................

27%
30
32
7
5

GOOD (NET).......................................................................
57%
BAD (NET)..............................................................................
11

Q22D. American workers

Very good................................................................................
Somewhat good......................................................................
Neither good nor bad.............................................................
Somewhat bad.........................................................................
Very bad...................................................................................

36%
27
28
4
5

GOOD (NET).......................................................................
63%
BAD (NET)...............................................................................
9
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°
Somewnat good.......

Portions of the Keystone XL pipeline are currently under
construction. Do you think the US permit should be revoked?
3
r

Q23. [form A]

Portions of the Keystone XL pipeline are currently under
construction. Do you think it should be completed?

Q24. [form B]

3

r

The Keystone XL pipeline is an international project. In fact, the
pipeline has already crossed the US/Canada border. Do you think it
should be completed?
Q25.

If an elected official were to publicly support the completion
of the Keystone XL pipeline, would that make you more or less likely to
vote for them in future elections?
Q26. [form A]

If an elected official were to advocate for revoking the permit
for the completion of the Keystone XL pipeline, would that make you more
or less likely to vote for them in future elections?
Q27. [form B]

Q28.

Do you agree or disagree with this statement?

"Biden opposed the Keystone XL pipeline when he was vice president, but
a lot has changed in the last four years. Before he makes up his mind, he
should consider [1] the jobs the pipeline creates, [2] the relationship he
wants to build with Canada, and [3] the energy security provided by the
pipeline, and [4] the lowered environmental impact due to improved
technology."
Q29.

Do you

agree or disagree with this statement?

"Before Biden makes a decision on the pipeline, he should consider all of
the other high-yield environmental priorities he has to accomplish. In
reality, revoking the permit for a pipeline that’s already under construction
should be pretty far down on his ’to-do’ list."

18%

20

Neither good nor bad
Somewhat bad..........
Very bad...................

33
13
16

GOOD (NET)............

38%

BAD (NET)................

29

Definitely.......

20%

Projrabiy "T
Probably not.
Definitely not.

26
27
27

YES (NET)................................................................................

46%

NO (NET)..................................................................................

54

Definitely.......
Projrabjy "T
Probably not.

38%

Definitely not.

13

YES (NET)................................................................................

70%

NO (NET)..................................................................................

30

Definitely......
Probably......
Probably not.
Definitely not.

37%
33

YES (NET)................................................................................

71%

NO (NET)..................................................................................

29

Much more likely..................................................................
Somewhat more likely........................................................
It would have no impact on my likelihood to vote for
them......................................................................................
Somewhat less likely..........................................................
Much less likely..................................................................

24%
16

MORE LIKELY (NET)...........................................................

40%

LESS LIKELY (NET).............................................................

20

Much more likely..................................................................
Somewhat more likely........................................................
It would have no impact on my likelihood to vote for
them......................................................................................
Somewhat less likely..........................................................
Much less likely...................................................................

14%
15
38
11
22

MORE LIKELY (NET)...........................................................

28%

LESS LIKELY (NET).............................................................

33

Strongly Agree.........
Somewhat Agree....
Somewhat Disagree
Strongly Disagree....

50%
35

AGREE (NET).........

85%

DISAGREE (NET)...

15

Strongly Agree.........
Somewhat Agree....
Somewhat Disagree
Strongly Disagree....

41%
39
13

AGREE (NET).........

80%

DISAGREE (NET)...

20
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Q30A. A valuable piece of American energy infrastructure

Q30B. A valuable piece of American energy security

Q30C. A source of jobs for American workers

Q30D. A better alternative than transporting oil by train

Q30E. A symbol of partnership between the US & Canada

D1.

Which presidential candidate did you vote for in the 2020 Presidential

election?

Definitely...................................................................................

41%

Probably...................................................................................

38

Probably not............................................................................

15

Definitely not............................................................................

6

YES (NET)................................................................................

79%

NO (NET)..................................................................................

21

Definitely...................................................................................

42%

Probably...................................................................................

38

Probably not............................................................................

15

Definitely not............................................................................

5

YES (NET)................................................................................

80%

NO (NET)..................................................................................

20

Definitely...................................................................................

47%

Probably...................................................................................

38

Probably not............................................................................

11

Definitely not............................................................................

3

YES (NET)................................................................................

86%

NO (NET)..................................................................................

14

Definitely...................................................................................

44%

Probably...................................................................................

40

Probably not............................................................................

12

Definitely not............................................................................

5

YES (NET)................................................................................

84%

NO (NET)..................................................................................

16

Definitely...................................................................................

46%

Probably...................................................................................

39

Probably not............................................................................

11

Definitely not............................................................................

4

YES (NET)................................................................................

85%

NO (NET)..................................................................................

15

Democrat Joe Biden...................................................
Republican Donald Trump..................................................
Other /1 wrote in someone else........................................

51%
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